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                                    Churches are at the heart of transformation. Will you help them meet rising needs this Lent?
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                                    Help lift more people out of extreme poverty.
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                                    Read inspirational stories from people who are being empowered to lift themselves out of poverty.
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                                    Fundraise for Tearfund and make a real difference to people living in poverty.
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                                    Find out how effective Tearfund is and how we measure our impact around the world.

                                    See our impact
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    Welcome to Tearfund
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                    Donate to our Lent Appeal

                    Churches are at the heart of transformation. Will you help them meet rising needs this Lent?   

                    Please donate
                

            

        

    




    Our impact
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                    50,000+
                    people now have access to clean water, toilets and water filters
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                    1,378,200
                    people reached through our emergency coronavirus response
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                    65,000
                    people trained in innovative farming techniques to increase food production
                

            


    













			
				
					Join us and play your part

					

				

			

			
				God is calling all of us to play our part and bring an end to extreme poverty and injustice.
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Donate                    
                        now
                    
            


        Your support will make a huge difference to struggling families across the world.                  
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Take                    
                        action
                    
            


        Put your faith into action to tackle poverty and injustice – your voice can make a difference.
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Pray with                    
                        us
                    
            


        Join us in prayer for people affected by poverty. Find resources, guides and creative ideas to help you get started.
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        Join us in prayer for people affected by poverty. Find resources, guides and creative ideas to help you get started.




    


    

    







	





                

            

        



    
    	






What we do

Tearfund is a Christian charity that partners with churches in more than 50 of the world’s poorest countries. We tackle poverty through sustainable development, responding to disasters, and challenging injustice. We believe an end to extreme poverty is possible.

About us
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					Find out more

					

				

			

			
				Discover more about Tearfund and how you can get involved with our work around the world.
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                        Campaigns
                    
            


        Play your part in Tearfund's latest appeals, activities, events, fundraisers and opportunities to speak out.
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                        Stories
                    
            


        Read stories from Tearfund’s work responding to disasters and helping people lift themselves out of poverty.
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Get                    
                        involved
                    
            


        There are many ways that you can get involved, speak out, and take action to release people from poverty.
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About                    
                        us
                    
            


        Find out about Tearfund, our vision mission, values, and story, and meet our executive team and board.
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        How we maximise the impact of every pound

        

        
            78p funds life-changing projects

            That includes ensuring earthquake survivors like Saleh[*] in Syria have food and shelter and empowering the Lihukwa villagers in Zambia.

        

        [image: ]
        
            22p ensures we can continue to transform lives tomorrow

            That includes fundraising, running and support costs, all of which allows us to make sure your donation has a long-term impact.

        

        
            Please donate
            Read more about where your money goes
        

        
            
                * Names have been changed to protect identity
                
                    
                        
                    
                    Return to footnote
                
            

        

    


    
    


    
    

        Where your money goes

        


        We’re committed to making sure your donation has the biggest possible impact for those in greatest need.

        Select the numbers below to see how every pound you donate is used.


        	

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                
                            
                            78p
                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                            funds hundreds of amazing projects

                            That’s anything from an emergency shelter for earthquake survivors, to training that empowers a whole village to escape poverty.

                        

                
	

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                
                            
                            11p
                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                            is invested in fundraising

                            Every penny we invest in fundraising helps us raise even more money to support life-changing projects and end extreme poverty.

                        

                
	

                    
                        
                            
                                
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                
                            
                            11p
                        
                    


                    
                        
                            
                                
                            
                            is used for running and support costs

                            We make sure your donation gets to where it needs to be, and that it’s being used effectively in over 50 countries.

                        

                



        
            
                Read more about where your money goes
            

    


    



    
        1 in 10 
        people are living in extreme poverty. Help more people break free.
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			                    Donate now


                Help lift more people out of extreme poverty.

            
                How often would you like to donate?
                

                        
                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                
                                Donate 
                                Monthly
                            
                        

                        
                            
                            
                                
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                
                                Donate 
                                Once
                            
                        


                

            



                
                    





    

    If you can manage it, a smaller monthly donation can make even more of a difference by enabling us to plan more long‑term projects.

    Not this time, thanks



                


                 
                    

                        
                            How much would you like to donate?
                            
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    £7
                                                        
                                                             or 
                                                            ( 23p daily )
                                                        
																											 over a year could provide a family with the items needed to set up a safe home
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                                £24
														: for the amount of one takeaway, you could provide two families with vital hygiene kits including soap and antiseptic
												
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    £12
                                                        
                                                             or 
                                                            ( 39p daily )
                                                        
																											 over a year could provide wellbeing support to someone traumatised by conflict
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                                £55
														: £55 could provide enough clothing for two children to keep warm through the winter
												
                                            
                                            
                                        
                                    

                                    
                                        
                                        
                                            
                                                
                                                    £15
                                                        
                                                             or 
                                                            ( 49p daily )
                                                        
																											 over a year could provide hand washing stations for one latrine block 
                                                
                                            
                                            
                                                £100
														: £100 could provide a food voucher for a family to prevent them from going hungry
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                                                23p a day
                                                over a year could provide a family with the items needed to set up a safe home
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                                                for the amount of one takeaway, you could provide two families with vital hygiene kits including soap and antiseptic
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                                                39p a day
                                                over a year could provide wellbeing support to someone traumatised by conflict
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                                                £55 could provide enough clothing for two children to keep warm through the winter
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                                                49p a day
                                                over a year could provide hand washing stations for one latrine block 
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                                                £100 could provide a food voucher for a family to prevent them from going hungry
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				Get our email updates

				Learn about our work and stay in touch with Tearfund. Hear about our news, activities and appeals by email.

					Sign up now
					 - Get our email updates
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                    Poverty is not God’s plan. You are. 
                    Support our work and change lives.
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        We use cookies to provide you with personalised content and ensure that we give you the best experience on our website. You can choose which cookies you’re happy for us to use.
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For further information, including a full list of individual cookies, please see our privacy policy.
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